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Ann Wigmore's Recipe for Longer Life describes her changeover from a conventional diet to one of natural raw foods,
sprouts, and meals combining. Includes sprouting methods, fermenting of vegetables, and menus for all day.
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If you are very sick and the physician has no answer for you or you want to stay healthy, this is a book that should be in
your collection. It is an old book that Not long ago i ordered for my own daughter because of her two 12 months bout
with anemia, poor liver function, low immune system and other maladies of them costing only age 38, for which several
doctors may find no treatment.deserves a 5 star rating.Between your two of us (she and I), she was able to go
completely on this plan and has just received normal blood tests for the first time in over 2 years. Enough time to these
regular results from begin to finish was about 4 months. that is a classic book, so I already experienced seen it, just
wanted my own copy. I right now require no medicines for anything. And they do work. A must have !In addition to the
dishes in this book, Ann Wigmore explains the factors in our lifestyle that make us sick, and provides the natural
treatments with explanations of why they function. this book is definitely a godsend for anyone who may choose to do an
inquiry on entire or raw foods and also just your basic concepts about nutrition and living well, ann was method ahead of
her time and her story is as valuable as her "quality recipes" Was looking for a whole new copy . excellent condition,
rapid arrival. A short time taking into consideration the years it requires for all of us to ruin our very own health by
eating the standard American diet (known as the SAD) and living the stressful and less-than-healthy lifestyle.
Exceptional condition, very rapid delivery. Its not the dishes, its her explanations that produce this a great book.. It is
highly useful and one of the only books of its kind. My one complaint can be that some of the instructions are not totally
clear, nonetheless it encourages learning from your errors and rendering it your personal. Overall the book is worth its
weight in gold for the amazing benefits the dietary plan and information has brought to my life. Five Stars Provides
specific dishes for applying the the living meals diet to one's try to adapt a more healthy lifestyle. Five Stars better than
expected, thank you my 2nd copy i had this book years ago and gave ot to a friend am SO pleased to have it again..
Living Foods is AMAZING This book is for the serious practitioner.I highly recommend this book for individuals who want
to return to wellness enough to end up being proactive and take responsibility for his or her own health.. Just a fantastic
book. A treasure Great recipe book of the expert! great book for raw foodies this is the best and quickest recipes for raw
foodist.extremely informative about raw food living,many recipes for staple items upon this diet. Wonderful !many dishes
not within ann wigmore other books. It might be old, but the strategies outlined in it are well today as they did for me
five years ago. I myself recovered from so-called "normal" problems of aging 5 years back while following this plan,
including arthritis, high blood circulation pressure, acid reflux and other maladies.. Arrived in great condition. Very
great! Worth $125 per copy if you could find one..
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